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News, Trends, And Short Takes
U.S. Budget Plan Would Cut Most VOA

English Radio Programs
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The new U.S. budget proposal would eliminate most of Voice
of America's English broadcasts, as well as radio programs in
12 other languages. The U.S. Broadcasting Board of Governors
said programs in some other languages would be expanded and
that there would be an increase in total spending on interna-
tional broadcasting in President Bush's 2008 budget plan. Under
the proposal, VOA would eliminate all 14 hours per day of VOA
News Now English broadcasting, but would continue English-
to -Africa programs and the Special English broadcasts that use
a limited vocabulary. The proposed budget calls for increased
VOA broadcasting to North Korea, Cuba, and Venezuela.

The plan also seeks the elimination of VOA broadcasts in
Cantonese, Uzbek, Croatian, Greek, Georgian, and Thai.
Albanian, Serbian, Bosnian, Macedonian, Hindi, and Russian
radio would also be cut, but those services would continue tele-
vision programming. Other services would be reduced. Any cuts
would have to be approved by Congress. A similar bid to cut
English radio programs was made in the proposed 2007 bud-
get. That budget has never been approved.

UK Media Regulator Ofcom Considering
DRM+ Tests On 55 To 68 MHz
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UK media regulator Ofcom has announced that it will con-
sider applications to test DRM+ on the 55- to 68 -MHz band fol-
lowing interest from London -based WRN after Ofcom had held
a public consultation on this band, which had attracted little
interest. DRM+ is the extension to the DRM (Digital Radio
Mondiale) system, which was originally intended to be the dig-
ital radio replacement for LW, MW, and SW at frequencies
below 30 MHz. DRM+ will allow transmissions up to 120 MHz
with wider channel bandwidths, which will allow higher bit rates
and hence higher audio quality. It is envisaged to primarily be
used in the FM band.

WRN has already trialed DRM on the 26 -MHz band, but
this band is not very well suited to carrying radio stations
because it is subject to sporadic -E interference when there is
significant sunspot activity, which allows radio signals to trav-
el over long distances and interfere with local transmissions
due to the weird and wonderful propagation mechanisms that
occur at lower frequencies.

France Currently Testing DAB+ And DRM+

Following authorization from the French communications
regulator, the CSA, a Band III DAB+ trial is currently being
held in Paris, along with a trial of DRM at 26 MHz in Lyon and
a DRM+ trial in Band I (below the FM band, which is Band II).

However, the trial only seems to be a "pseudo -DAB+" trial,
because the signal being transmitted is not DAB+, and nor are
the receivers being used DAB+ -enabled. What seems to be hap-
pening is that the transmission company operating the multi-
plex is transmitting services using the T-DMB standard and it

is using T-DMB receivers as well. (T-DMB is a DAB -based sys-
tem that was designed to enable mobile TV that can also carry
radio stations and is identical to DAB+ in terms of the tech-
nologies it uses.)

XM Radio Online Available
With Windows Vista

XM Satellite Radio has announced that XM Radio Online
will be included in the U.S. version of Microsoft's new operat-
ing system, Windows Vista. Windows Vista will offer XM Radio
Online as part of its digital music hub. XM Radio Online deliv-
ers more than 80 radio channels, including commercial -free
music, the Oprah & Friends talk and lifestyle channel, "The Bob
Edwards Show," "Opie & Anthony," stand-up comedy, and chil-
dren's programming.

Web users can sign up for a free three-day trial of XM Radio
Online. Unlimited listening is available for $7.99 a month.
Those who subscribe to XM Satellite Radio for the car, home,
or portable listening can enjoy XM Radio Online for no addi-
tional charge.

VOA Launches Daily Radio
Broadcasts To Somalia
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The Voice of A merica (VOA) has begun a new dailyradio
broadcast in the Somali language to the Horn of Africa. A group
of Somali broadcasters at VOA's headquarters in Washington,
D.C., will team up with freelance reporters in Africa and else-
where around the world to provide millions of Somali speakers
with accurate, up-to-date news and information. The new half-
hour VOA program will air seven days a week and will include
world news as well as news of Somalia and the entire Horn of
Africa region. The broadcast will also offer music and discus-
sion features that will allow leaders and ordinary listeners alike
to express their opinions on topics of interest.

VOA's Somali -language service is being funded by a grant
from the U.S. Department of State. The new service will sup-
plement VOA's current broadcasts to the Horn of Africa in
Amharic, Afan Oromo, and Tigrigna. VOA previously broadcast
in Somali between 1992 and 1994. The VOA Somali broadcast
will air on AM, FM, and shortwave radio at 1600 UTC and repeat
at 1700 UTC. The 1700 UTC broadcast will also air on HornAfrik
(88.8 FM), a VOA -affiliated station. The programs will also be
available live and on demand on the service's website. Shortwave
times/frequencies are 1600 to 1630 UTC on 13580, 15620, 1431
kHz, and 1700 to 1730 UTC on 13580, 15620 kHz.

All India Radio Starts DRM Test
Transmissions

India has started testing Digital Radio Mondiale (DRM)
transmissions from its Khampur, Delhi, transmitter site. The
government is importing a number of DRM receivers for test-
ing their quality under Indian conditions. The tests are current-
ly at 0330 to 1230 UTC on 6100 kHz.
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